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Abstract
As the size of a network expands, peer-to-peer (P2P) systems increasingly become
more important than traditional server/client systems. In a P2P system, each peer

individually determines which peers it connects to with links. The virtual network thus constructed is called an overlay network. Peers communicate with each
other through the overlay network. Two types of overlay networks are used in
P2P systems: unstructured and structured. An unstructured overlay network dose

not obey any rigid topology; therefore, peers can freely choose the peers to which

they connect. This feature has low maintenance cost, but the ability of peers to
search for required data items is

limited. In contrast, a structured overlay network

follows a particular topology. This topology constraint allows peers to reliably
search

for data items. However, maintaining the topology incurs some cost. For

example, peers must send maintenance messages periodically. The different types

of overlays thus have different advantages and disadvantages. However, search
delay is one of the most important performance factors for both types. This dissertation addresses the problem of improving search delay for both unstructured
and structured overlay networks.

First, I propose an approach for constructing unstructured overlay networks
with low search delay and short paths. The basic concept behind the approach is

to repeatedly perform local topology changes so that peers can connect to those

physically close to them, thus reflecting the proximity of peers in overlay construction. The existing methods that construct proximity-aware overlay networks
keep links as short as possible; however, the problem of large path length between

two distant peers arises. My approach solves this problem by letting each peer
manage extra-long links in addition to short links. To maintain better control over
the long links rather than setting them totally randomly,

I associate

an ideal length

with them and keep their length close to the ideal. To demonstrate the usefulness
of my approach, I incorporate it into the existing overlay construction methods and
compare the overlay networks obtained with and without this approach. The sim-

ulation results show that my proposed approach exhibits significant improvement
not only in search delay but also in other criteria such as clustering coefficient and
tolerance to network partitioning.
Second,

I propose a new method for constructing

a skip graph, a well-known

structured overlay network. In the original skip graph construction, peers choose

their links randomly. This random approach may cause topological imbalance

in the resulting graph, thus increasing

search

delay. In my construction, peers

change the graph topology on the basis of proximity and balance, both of which

significantly affect search delay. The proposed construction can be adapted to skip
graph variants. In this dissertation,

I examine two such variants. The simulation

results show that my approach can construct skip graphs with lower search delay
than in the original skip graph construction; this is also the case for the two skip
graph variants.
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Chapter

1

fntroduction
L.L

Background

A peer-to-peer (P2P) application uses an overlay network, which is a virtual network constructed over a physical network. Because current P2P applications
consist of a numerous number of peers, it is increasingly important to construct
communication-efificient overlay networks.

In P2P systems, collections of data content are shared by all peers. Therefore,
the most important property of overlay networks is the delay time required for
searching the target peer or data. In this dissertation, I improve two properties of
overlay networks to reduce search delay: path length and link delay.
Path length refers to the number of overlay links in a path between two peers.

Clearly, path length should be short to reduce the number of relay peers that are
required to forward a message and thus achieve efficient communication. The

link delay between two peers is usually expressed as the distance between them
in the physical network. If link delay is not considered in overlay construction,

considerable redundant traffic is produced, resulting in inefficient communication
and performance degradation of Y2P applications. This dissertation addresses
these two issues

in the construction of both unstructured and structured overlay

networks.

1。

2 Main Results

l。 2。

l ConstHlcting UnstHIctured Overlay Networks v嗜

1ぬ

LOw

Link Delay alld Short Paths
As its』 ist contribution,this dissertation proposes a llew method for consmcting

unsmctured overlay networks with low unk delay and short paths:
To reduce the link delayp the e対 sting approOcheS typicJly establish翠 ゛ ay

unks between two nearby peers in the physical network[17,30].HoWttu、 this
appro"h increases dle path length between two physically distmt peers.To ad.
dress this problem with proximity― aware llnsmctured oveday networks,I propose

a technique for consmcung unsmctured Overlay networks that simu119neously
achieve short path length and renectthe proximity ofpeers.

To evaluate my proposed approach,I apply it the approach to two exlsting
pro対 mity¨ aware methods:Localiser[17]and mOVerlay[30].By COmparlng my
IIlethod with these two original methods and other IIlethods though simulations,
I quantitatively demonstrate the beneflts of my approach.

1.2.2 Constructing Balanced

and Proximity-Aware Skip Graphs

For its second contribution, this dissertation proposes a new method for construct-

ing skip graphs with low search delay. A skip graph is a structured overlay network consisting of numerous hierarchically organised lists.

In the original skip graph construction algorithm, the overlay topology is determined by the randomly generated membership vector of the peers. Thus, the
construction does not consider the proximity of peers, which may result in communication links with very large search delay. In addition, because of the random
nature of the construction, peers are not necessarily distributed into different lists

uniformly, resulting in topological imbalance and increasing path length. This
may lead to search inefficiency.

My proposed algorithm is executed by a new peer when it joins the network.
The algorithm determines the lists to which each peer belongs by considering the

proximity to other peers and the topological balance. In addition, the algorithm is
repeatedly executed by each existing peer, allowing dynamic network reconstruc-

tion.
The proposed algorithm can also be modified for incorporation into two exist-

ing skip graph variants. By comparing the graphs obtained by my approach with
the original graphs, I quantitatively demonstrate the benefits of my approach.

1.2.3 Overview of Dissertation
This dissertation is organised as follows. Chapter 2 describes the properties of
unstructured and structured overlay networks. Chapter 3 entifled 'Constructing
Unstructured Overlay Networks with Low Link Delay and Short Paths', describes

the dissertation's first contribution. This chapter describes a new approach for
reducing search delay and path length. The application of the approach to the ex-

isting methods for unstructured overlays is also presented. In Chapter 4, entitled
'Constructing Balanced and Proximity-Aware Skip Graphs', the second contribution is described. First, this chapter describes the original skip graph and its

limitations. Next, it presents

a reconstruction

algorithm and its incorporation into

construction methods for a skip graph and its variants. Chapter 5 summarises this
dissertation and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2
Overlay Networks
An overlay network is a virtual network independent of the physical network. In
aP2P system, peers typically communicate with each other through this network.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of physical and overlay networks. The lower net-

work is a physical network and the upper one is an overlay network. There are
two types of overlay networks: the centralised and distributed.

A centralised overlay network, which is used in server/client systems, consists of one seryer and some peers called clients. Each client sets only one

link to

the server. Figure 2.2 shows an example of this type. In this overlay, the server
manages

all the peers in the system. Therefore, searching data and maintaining

network connections are easy. However, because the entire load is concentrated
on the server, the centralised overlay does not scale. Moreover, a server failure
immediately causes the system to fail. On the other hand, in a distributed overlay
network, which is used in P2P systems, peers are equally privileged. Figure 2.3
shows an example of such a distributed overlay network. In this overlay, a peer's

number of links increases only slowly with the number of peers. Therefore, the

Figure 2.1: Physical Network(lower) and Overlay Network(upper)

required cost per peer to maintain the overlay is lower than that for a centralised
overlay. However, because there is no peer that manages the entire network, peers
cannot search for data straightforwardly and must periodically communicate with

other peers to keep the network connected. In this dissertation,

I

focus on dis-

tributed overlay networks.
The terms and symbols used in this dissertation are summarised as follows:

o I call a network constructed from routers and cables a physical network, and
a

virtual network constructed from end peers (peers for short) connected to

the physical network an overlay network.

Figure 2.2: Centalised Overlay Network

Figure 2.3: Distributed Overlay Network

In an overlay network, a link connects two peers. In reality, a link could
be a TCP connection or could simply indicate that the two peers know each

other's addresses.

When two peers are connected by a link,

I

say that they are neighbouring,

and that one of them is the neighbour peer of the other. The degree of a peer

refers to the number of its neighbours. I denote the degree of peer i, as d,i.

o Any pair of two different peers i,, j is associated with link delay d,(i,, j) >

j)
represents the delay time required for direct message transfer from'i to j. I
assume that d(i,, j) : d(i, z) for any peer i, j.
0, which is independent of the topology of the overlay. Intuitively, d,(i,

Depending on whether there is a stringent network topology constraint, distributed overlay networks are classified into two types: unstructured and structured. Thble

2.I

compares these two types.

Thble 2.1: Unstructured and Structured Overlav Networks

Network Topology

Maintenance Cost

Search

Unstructured

not constrained

very low

ullreliable

Structured

constrained

high

reliable

(maintenance messages are required)

In the following sections, I describe unstructured and structured overlay networks in detail.

2.1

Unstructured Overlay Networks

In unstructured overlay networks, peers need not satisfy any topological constraint. Therefore, in this type, peers can easily maintain a graph topology, and
hence, it is suitable for systems with high churn

U,2I1.

Several unstructured over-

lay networks have been proposed [4, Z7l,however, these have some problems.
The first is the proximity problem. When peers choose their neighbours randomly, some links may have large link delay. If

a peer

communicates with another

peer through a path including such links, this communication requires large delay.

Therefore, peers should choose their neighbours with low link delay. However,
this resolution increases path length.

Network partitioning occurs with high probability in a graph with a high clustering coefficient. Unstructured overlays are usually fragile against network parti-

tioning, because peers can perceive the status of only a small portion of the entire
network.

2.2

Structured Overlav Networks

Structured overlay networks are used for reliable searching. Peers require more

information and communication to maintain the graph topology than in unstructured overlay networks. On the other hand, a structured overlay guarantees that a
peer can find data

if they exist in the network.

In structured overlay networks, the network partitioning problem is not fatal.
However, the proximity problem is still important. The chief goal of structured

overlay networks is to search for a key. Therefore, search delay significantly affects the performance of such an overlay network.

The most well-known structured overlay network is based on the dynamic
hash table (DHT). Many methods are based on

DHT f19,22,24,31h however,

they are not appropriate for range searching.

In this dissertation, I focus on skip graphs, one of the most famous structured
overlays. In a skip graph, peers can execute range searching easily.

10

Chapter 3

Constructing Unstructured Overlay
Networks with Low Link Delay and
Short Paths

3.L

lntroduction

One of the most important properties that an overlay should exhibit is short path

length. Path length refers to the number of overlay links in a path between two
peers. Clearly, path length should be short in order to reduce the number of relay
peers that are required to forward a message and thus to achieve efficient

corlmu-

nication.
Geographical proximity among peers is also an important feature to consider.

The proximity between two peers is usually expressed by the distance between
them in the physical network.

If no care is taken to reflect the proximity during

overlay construction, considerable redundant traffic is produced, resulting in in-

efficient communication and performance degradation of P2P applications. Thrs
chapter addresses these two issues in overlay consffuction.
To construct a proximity-aware overlay network, the existing approaches typ-

ically establish overlay links between two peers that are nearby in the physical
network [17, 30]. By shortening all links, the average search delay between a pair

of peers can be reduced. This approach works well for sffuctured overlay networks, because path length is usually bounded by a small value determined by the
number of peers

f2,9,22, 19,241. However, for unstructured overlay networks,

this approach increases the path length between two physically distant peers.
To address this problem with proximity-aware unstructured overlay networks,

I propose an approach for constructing overlay networks that simultaneously have
short path lengths and reflect peer proximity.

My proposed method modifies the existing conventional approach. To reflect
geographical proximity, the conventional approach uses short links between two

physically nearby peers. In addition to these short links, my method employs some

long links that connect two long-distance peers in the physical network. These
long links significantly reduce the path length between distant peers, thus solving
the problem of the existing approach. Although using a long link means large
search delay,

I will show later that this does not reduce communication efficiency

on average, because most links are short ones connecting nearby peers.

The concept of using long links is not new. For example, the similarity of
my approach to the well-known Watts-Strogatz model for small-world networks

is obvious. However, the proposed method has several features that distinguish

it from previous studies: (1) Long links

are associated with a certain distance

and are established such that the difference between that value and the actual
12

distance is minimised. In contrast, the existing methods typically use random

links. (2) The number of long links is controlled by

a pre-determined parameter.

The parameter determines the ratio of long links to all links. This is in contrast to,

for example, the GoCast protocol

1251,

in which a peer has basically one random

link. (3) My proposed method can be incorporated into many existing proximityaware overlay construction methods. The first two features allow more control
over the overlay topology than the existing methods. By comparing my method

with GoCast through simulations, I will quantitatively demonsftate this benefit.

3.2

Related Work

Several methods are used to construct proximity-aware overlay networks. The

Localiser [17] algorithm iteratively changes link connections to reflect the prox-

imity of neighbour peers. In this algorithm, physically close peer pairs are more
likely to have a mutual link. This algorithm is robust to churn, since it allows
continuous topological changes. Localiser also has a mechanism that uniformly
distributes peer degree while maintaining the same number of links. This mechanism provides high resilience to peer failure.

The mOverlay algorithm [30] organises a proximity-aware overlay network

in a two-level hierarchy. In this structure, peers compose groups and the groups
compose a network. The peers in a group are linked to each other; therefore, the
overlay is very resilient to peer failure.
The

LIM algorithm proposed in [15] also considers proximity in constructing

an overlay network. In this algorithm, each peer repeatedly cuts high-costs links
and creates connections with nearby peers.

13

My proposed method can be incorporated into the existing proximity-aware
methods. In this chapter,

I extend the Localiser

and mOverlay algorithms by

adopting the proposed method.
Some methods go one step further; they consider not only proximity but also

other properties. GoCast [25] is one such method. In GoCast, most peers have
exactly one random link.

All other links are chosen on the basis of proximity.

The topology-aware gossip overlay

}2,l3l

uses an approach similar to Go-

Cast. In this overlay, a peer maintains two lists of links, one containing links to
current neighbour peers and the other containing those to random peers. The for-

mer link list contains some random links and some short links. These links are
used for normal communications. The links in the latter list are used as a fallback

when all neighbour peers fail.

In the Foreseer architecture [5], each peer

uses both proximity-aware links

and friend links for improving search efficiency. Friend links are based on the

relationships between the attributes of peers. However,

I will not consider

the

attribute of peers in this dissertation.
These methods construct proximity-aware overlay networks with small path

lengths. From these methods,

I

select the GoCast method to compare with my

proposed method.

3.3

Performance Measures

The important properties in an overlay network depend on the requirements of a
P2P system. For example, in a file-sharing system such as gnutella

l2l), a peer

must have to be limited number of links in order to avoid concentration of mes-

14

sages on a few peers, because the overlay network consists of personal computers

that do not have high performance. On the other hand, in a system such as the P2P

earthquake announcement system [1], the communication delay from one peer to
others is the most important property.

In this chapter, I consider systems in which each peer keeps data and provides

it to other peers in response to their requests. In addition, I assume the following
conditions.

o Peers cannot know which peer has the target data. Therefore, a peer must
search for the data by a flooding or a gossip method.

o When a peer finds the target data, it receives the data directly from the peer
that has them. To maintain data consistency, peers do not keep a copy of
data and a single data item is not provided by more than one peer.

o All peers frequently execute search operations. The cost of processing

a

search query is not negligible.

o

Because a search query consists of only the target data

ID and the address

of the initiating peer, the size of the search query is very small. Moreover,

I

do not consider the bandwidth of the network.

o The number of links per peer should be small. For example, in the gnutella
network [21], most peers have only 20 or less links.

In this chapter,

I use the following

four performance measures to evaluate

overlay network topologies.

o Path length: The length of a path in an overlay is the number of links
in the path. Path length for two peers is defined
15

as the path length

for the

shortest path between them. In this chapter9 1 use the average path length
for all peer pairs as a perfoI...ance measure for an overlay network.

Search Delay: Search delay of a path is the sum of the delay ofthe links
constituting the path.I deflne the search delay between two peers as that of
the shortest path between them.

Clustering Coemcient: This ineasllre quantifles how close a given peer
and its neighbollrs are to being a clique[26].Note thtt a total of硫

*(銑

‑1)

peer pairs can be selected fronl the neighbollrs of a peer j. The clustenng
coemcient of a peer t is deined as thЮ ratio of neighbouring peer pЯ lrs in
those dづ *(α じ
‑1)peer pairs.The clustering coefflcient ofthe entire network

is the average of the cluste五 ng coefacients for all peers.The cluste五

ng co¨

efflcient should be small,since areas ofthe overlay having a high clustenng
coefflcient are easily disconnected by peer failllre.

Reachability: Given a set of failed peers,I deflne reachability as the ratio
ofpeers in the largestfragment ofthe network to peers that have not crashed.

For example,assume thatthe total number ofpeers is 10,000 and the failure
ratio is O.2.Then the number of operational peers is 8,000。

Now,suppose

that the network is partitioned into fragments because of peer failure,and
that 400 operational peers cannot be reached frollll the largest fragment of
the network.In this case,reachability is:器

16

=0・ 95。

3.4 Existing Proximity-Aware Methods
3。

4el

Localiser

Localiser[17]is a fully decentralised algo五

thm thatiteratively reshapes the topol―

ogy ofan overlay network.In this algonthn■ ,cach peer repeatedly replaces its own
links with shorter ones.As a result,the overlay network gradually becomes close
to the physical network。

nef。 11。 wing

steps show how a peet say t,replaces its links;り and T are

parameters.(Figure 3.l shows these steps schematically)。

1. Randody choose two of its neighbours,peersプ andた ,and measure link
delays α(り ,」 )and α(t,た )。

2.Scnd messages to peers」 andた ,WhiCh retum tt and α
たrespecively.In
addidon,peer J sendS back its estimate of
3.Evaluate locttly tte cost of

Кplacing

deined as△ E=2υ (αん―dを

)。

link(り ,プ )With link(ブ ,た ).The cOstis

+1)+α

4.Replace the links with probabiliサ

α(J,た

(」

,た )一

α ,プ ).
(り

p=min(1,(C △ E/T:器F寄 ))・

3.4.2 mOverlav
The mOverlay algorithm [30] constructs a two-level hierarchical network. The
top level consists of groups of peers and the bottom level consists of peers within
each group. Figure 3.2 represents an mOverlay network schematically.
Each group consists of nearby peers that have links with each other. At the top

level, a group has some meta links to nearby groups. A meta link is implemented
17

Figure 3.1: Localiser Algorithm

by a set of unidirectional links. If two groups are connected by a meta link, all
peers

in either group have links to

I/

peers in the other group, where

fI

is

a

design parameter. The two-level hierarchical structure can thus allow efficient
communication.

When a peer joins the network, it first searches for a nearby group. If a group
that meets a criterion is found, the peer joins that group. Otherwise, a new group

is created and the new peerjoins the new group.
Creating a new group involves selecting
a design parameter.

M

M neighbouring groups, where M is

metalinks are added between the new group and these

M

groups. The selection of the neighbouring groups is conducted by invoking the
following procedure M times for finding

a nearby group.

1. Consult with a special server called the rendezvous point to obtain the address of an existing peer called a boot host.

2. Measure the distance Cs to the group,

say G, of the boot host by measuring

the average search delay to all peers in the group.

3. Let

I

be the set of the neighbouring groups of G. Measure the distance to
18

each group in

f.

4. lf a stop criterion is metr, go to Step 5. Otherwise, set G to a group in S
such that

Cc

:

mins,6g{C6,} and go to Step

5. Let 9t be the set of all groups whose distance
group G from 9'such thatCc

:

3.

has been measured. Select a

minl;,69,{Cc,}.

The group selected by this procedure varies depending on the boot host. If the
same group has been selected more than once, the total number of nearby groups

obtained becomes less than

M. In that case, new groups are selected from the

neighbouring groups of these selected groups such that a total of

M

groups are

eventually selected.

3.4.3

Problem with T[aditional Proximity-Aware Methods

In overlay networks constructed by

these proximity-aware methods, physically

distant peers tend to have only long paths. This can cause significant messag-

ing delay because message forwarding entails non-negligible overhead [6, l4).
Broadcasting is also affected by this problem; in P2P applications, broadcast is
often used for many purposes, for example, to search for a peer that has a required
resource. Each broadcast message is associated with a maximum number of hops

that

it

can go through in order to prevent

it from travelling in the network for-

ever. This number is usually called time-to-live (TTL). Because of this limitation,

the message can be discarded before reaching the target peer

if

the path length

between the peer initiating a broadcast and the target peer is greater than TTL.

'In the simulations I conducted, I stopped the search when the next G would
has already been selected as G.

19

be the group that

New Peer

Figure 3.2: mOverlay Network

3.4.4

GoCast

GoCast [25] is a method for constructing an overlay network with small path
length and low search delay. This method employs two types of links: short links
and random

links. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the GoCast overlay network.

Most peers have exactly one random link. All other links are chosen on the basis
of proximity.

1. When a peer joins the overlay network, it selects some physically nearby
peers.

It

also selects another peer at random. Then, the peer establishes

links between these selected peers.

2.

If

each peer recognises that

it

has more links than

it

should have,

it

cuts

some high-cost links such that the change in its neighbours' peer degree are

minimised (Figure 3.3). On the other hand, if the peer has lesser links than it
20
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Figure 3.3: GoCast Network

should have, it selects peers as in the joining step and creates links to them.

3.5

My Proposed Technique

The aforementioned problem occurs because previous proximity-aware methods

install links only between geographically nearby peers. My technique alleviates
this problem by introducing long links in the overlay network. The technique
consists of two components: long link selection and objective cost assignment.

A long link is

selected whenever a new

link is added to the network for the

first time. The new link is selected as a long link with probability P; otherwise, it
21

is a short link. P is a design parameter that must be decided a priori.

A new link is also associated with its ideal cosl when it is added to the network.
Assume that a new link is added to the network and that i,deal represents its ideal

cost. If the new link is a short link, it is associated with 'ideal

link, it is associated with i.deal

:

GOAL

)

:

0. If it is a long

0, where GOAL is another design

parameter. The absolute difference between the ideal cost and search delay works
as the objective cost

in installing or replacing a link. That is, a link is installed or

replaced in such a way that ld(i,

j) -

ideall is minimised, where

(e,

j)

is the newly

added link.

This technique can be naturally incorporated into the existing algorithms

as

follows.

p-Localiser: By applying my proposed technique to the Localiser algorithm, I
have the following new algorithm, which differs from the original in that Step 3
uses a different cost function.

I call the algorithm p-Localiser.

Here, peer

i ini-

tiates the algorithm. Whether each link is long or short is determined when the

original network is built.

l.

Randomly choose two neighbours, say peers

j

and

k, and measure link

delays d,(i,, j) and d(i,,k).

2. Send messages to peers
addition, peer

j

j

and k, which return d1 and d6 respectively. In

returns its estimate of d(j, k).

3. Evaluate locally the cost of replacing link (z,j) with link
flect the ideal cost, the cost is now defined as A,E

ld(j,k)

-

i,deall

-

ld(i,,

j) -

:

(j,k).

2w(dx

-

d.i

To re-

-t I) -t

i,deall, where i,deal is the ideal cost of the link
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p-mOverlay: My proposed technique
cess of installing meta links
as

can be naturally incorporated in the pro-

in mOverlay. I refer to this new version of mOverlay

p-mOverlay.In the original mOverlay, when

a new group is created,

it

selects

neighbouring groups such that the distance to them is minimised. In contrast, the
proposed technique modifies this selection process by considering the ideal cost.
As a result, meta links are selected as long links with probability P and are added
to groups whose distance from the new group is close to the ideal cost.

llet i,deal

denote the ideal cost of a meta link.

Incorporation of the proposed technique amounts to a slight change in the
procedure for finding a nearby group. In particular, Steps 4 and 5 are modified as

follows:

4. lf

a stop

that Cc

criterion is met, go to Step 5. Otherwise, set G to agroup in 9 such

:

mins,.s{lCc,

-

i'deall} and go to Step

5. Let 9' be the set of all groups whose distance
group G from 9' such that Cs

:

has been measured. Select a

ftrrrrstEg,{1C.,
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3.

-

i,deall}.

Figure 3.4: Random Overlay Network
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Figure 3.5: Overlay Network Constructed by Localiser

25

Figure 3.6: Overlay Network Constructed by the Proposed Approach
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3.5.1 IllustrativeExample
Here,

I describe an illustrative example. Figure 3.4 shows a random overlay net-

work with 50 peers. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show overlay networks obtained from
the network in Figure 3.4 by executing the original Localiser algorithm and the

p-Localiser algorithm, respectively. The black lines represent short links and the
grey lines represent long links. The number of links is the same in Figures 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6.

3.6

Simulation Evaluation

In this section, I present the simulation results with and without my proposed
technique for comparison.

3.6.1 SimulationSettings
I used the Georgia Tech transit-stub model [28] to create physical networks. Each
physical network is composed of 100 transit domains, each of which has 100 stub

domains. Link delays are modelled by simply assigning propagation delay of
around 10ms to each physical link between two transit domains and 1ms to other

physical links.
The link delay between two peers in the overlay network is the communication
delay of the shortest path in the physical network, where the communication delay

in the physical network is the sum of the delays of the physical links forming the
path.
The transit domains are located in a two-dimensional space. Each is connected

27

to three other nearby transit domains on average. Each transit domain has 100
routers and each router has one stub domain. Each overlay peer joins one of these
stub domains. In these simulations, the average link delay between two peers is
about 50ms, whereas the maximum delay is about 140ms.

In Simulations

1 and

2,the average degree of peers is set to 15 in random over-

lay networks, Localiser, p-Localiser and GoCast. In contrast, the average degree

is lowered to 6 in Simulation 3 to clarify the difference among different methods, since networks with a high average degree result in near 1007o reachability
regardless of the construction method. Note that in my preliminary experiments,

I confirmed that a different

average degree does not change the qualitative prop-

erties of these methods. Unlike these algorithms, the mOverlay algorithm has a

two-level hierarchical sffucture; thus, its design parameters are set differently.

I

set its design parameters such that in the network created, each group had ap-

proximately 10 peers on average and

M:

3 meta links. Peers have

H:

5

unidirectional links in a meta link.
The behaviour of the Localiser algorithm was simulated as follows.
created a random overlay network and applied Localiser and p-Localiser to

I first
it. In

each instance of the simulation, the links were replaced 1000 times by each peer.

The parameters

u andT were set to 1.t) :20

and

T

:

50. With these values, the

degree of almost all peers was maintained from 12 to 18.

3.6.2 Simulation

1: Parameters of Proposed Technique

Simulation 1 was conducted to investigate the effects of the parameter values of
my proposed technique. I tested Localiser and mOverlay equipped with my tech-

nique. In this simulation, I assumed that there were 10,000 peers in the overlay
28
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network. Failures were not considered.

I varied GOAL, the ideal cost for a long link, from
probability that a new link becomes a long link, from

10

UVo

to 150ms, and P, the

to 40Vo. Since the link

delay between two peers is at most 140ms, when GOAL is 150ms, long links are
placed such that their distance is maximised. The original Localiser algorithm is
equivalent to p-Localiser

if P equals

0.

Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between the ratio of long links P and the
average search delay between any two peers. The result for
shows that the average search delay increases rapidly as

extreme, when
as

GOAL:

GOAL

:

150ms

P increases. At the other

10ms, the average search delay does not change clearly

P varies. In contrast, when GOAL :

60ms or 80ms, the average search

delay is significantly reduced. Figure 3.8 shows the relationship between P and

the average path length. When GOAL

:

80ms, path length shows the greatest

reduction. However, the reduction is saturated when
From Figures 3.7 and 3.8,

well with

GOAL:

80ms and

I

P

exceeds20Vo.

conclude that my proposed technique performs

P

:

20To when applied

to Localiser. This is also

the case for mOverlay (Figures 3.9 and 3.10). We, therefore, use these values in
the following simulations.

The best value of GO AL depends on the communication delay of the physical

network. Therefore, the value of GOAL should be determined for each system.
However, a rule of thumb can be applied to any system. Simulations show that the
best value of GOAL is about half of the largest value of the link delay between

two peers. I expect that using half of the largest link delay will yield good results

in any system.
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3.6.3 Simulation2z Comparison with Existing

Methods

In this simulation, I evaluated the performance of Localiser and mOverlay with
and without my technique.

I measured

search delay and path length with varying

network size: I varied the number of peers from 2,500 to 20,000. On the basis of
the results of Simulation 1.

I

set

GOAL:

80ms and

P

:

20To.

Search Delay

Figure 3.1 I presents the average search delay for Localiser. This figure compares
GoCast, Localiser and p-Localiser, as well as the initial random network to which

Localiser was applied. Search delay for p-Localiser is slightly lower than those
for GoCast and Localiser. Compared with the initial random network, on the other
hand, p-Localiser achieves much lower search delay.

Figure 3.12 shows the result for mOverlay. The benefits of using the proposed
technique are much clearer in this case. In the network constructed by mOverlay,
distant peers must use meta links between different groups. These meta links are

few in number and they connects only nearby groups in the original mOverlay
algorithm. As a result, long meta links installed by the proposed technique have a
much clearer effect on search delay than in the case of Localiser, which produces
fl at-

structured overlavs.

Path Length
Figure 3.13 shows the path length results for Localiser. The results clearly show
the advantage of using the proposed technique: with respect to the average path
length, p-Localiser achieves significantly lower values than GoCast and Localiser.
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Table 3

Cl

Coetticient, Path

and Search

Clustering Coefficient

Path Length

Search Delay

Random

0.0023

4.3

379

Localiser

0.59

t2.9

136

p-Localiser

0.36

5。

4

98

GoCast

0.40

7.3

92

As shown in Figure 3.14, my technique also considerably reduces path length for
mOverlay. This reduction in path length significantly enhances the reachability of
broadcast messages because

it prevents expiration of their TTLs.

Moreover, with my proposed technique, path length increases only moderately
as the

number of peers increases. That is, my technique improves proximity-aware

methods in that the constructed network can better scale to network size.

Clustering Coefficient

I compared the clustering coefficients for the original random network,

and those

using Localiser, p-Localiser and GoCast when the number of peers is 10,000.
Table 3.1 shows the clustering coefficients obtained by these four methods, as

well

as the average path length and average search delay.

The simulation results agree with the well-known fact that random networks
have low average path length and a small clustering coefficient. Networks with
a large clustering coefficient and

low average path length are called small-world

networks [20]. The networks constructed by p-Localiser and GoCast exhibit small
worldness, whereas the Localiser network has large path length and thus does not
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exhibit this characteristic.
As stated in Section 3.3, a large clustering coefficient implies vulnerability to

failure. Although p-Localiser produces networks with relatively high clustering
coefficients, the value is significantly smaller than those for Localiser networks.
This observation suggests that my method enhances the fault tolerance of the original Localiser algorithm. In the next set of simulations, I show that this is indeed
the case.

3.6.4 Simulation 3: Resilience

to Peer Failure

In Simulation 3, I evaluate the resilience of the overlay networks to random peer
failures. I assume random failures of peers in the overlay network. ln PZP applications, peer failures occur not only when peers crash but also when peers join
and leave the network. In such applications, users frequently join and leave the

network at

will.

Peers that have

left the network cannot be distinguished from

those that have crashed. This means that usually avery large fraction of peers

fail

simultaneously.

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the relationship between the ratio of failed peers
and reachability. In Figure

3 . 1 5,

my proposed method exhibits much higher reach-

ability than the Localiser method does. This is explained as follows. [n the original Localiser, peers in the constructed network have links to only nearby peers.
Thus, nearby peers share most of their neighbours or the neighbours of their neigh-

bours. As a result, the failure of a peer affects many of its neighbours simultaneously, resulting in a high probability of network partitioning. The long links
added by the proposed technique decrease this probability, making the network

more resilient to random failures. The high reachability that GoCast exhibits is
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also explained by the same argument, except that in GoCast high resiliency results

from using random links instead of long links.
Figure 3.16 shows the results for mOverlay. mOverlay,by its design, achieves
very high resilience to random peer failures. All peers in each group of mOverlay
share mutual links, and a meta

link between different groups is shared by all pairs

of peers between the two groups. Because of this property, network partitioning
does not occur unless all peers in a group have failed.

3.7

Discussion

In this chapter, I assumed the following about the overlay network.

o Peers

must propagate search queries by flooding or gossip.

o Peers do not cache data.
o Forwarding

search queries incurs some cost.

o The size of a search query is sufficiently small compared to the network
bandwidth.

o The number of links per peer should be small.
I employ these assumptions to specify the properties of the
my argument. However,

I

systems and simplify

expect that my proposed approach can be applied to

systems that do not meet these assumptions.

Using caches when receiving a data item is a suitable approach to improve
the discovery ratio of the data.

If

more than one copy of the target data exists

in the network, a search query easily finds the target data. However, the cache
43

also causes difficulties in updating the data. Even

if

the peer with the original

data item updates it and broadcasts the information to all the peers in the network,
peers that are detached from the network at the moment of the update may retain

the old cache. Therefore,

it is hard to update all the cached replicas perfectly.

Moreover, when a peer finds a cache of the target data, it cannot judge whether
the data are the latest version.

If

the peer requires the latest version, it must search

for the original data. This problem nullifies the advantage of the cache. Therefore,

I

assumed that peers do not cache data. However, the advantages of my proposed

approach do not depend on whether caches exist. Even in a system in which peers

use a cache,

I believe that my proposed

approach reduces both path length and

search delay.

The cost of reading and forwarding a search query is generally not high. Recent high-performance machines can process a search query by using a fraction

of

their processing power. However, when the machine is executing a large process
that requires massive machine power, the cost of processing the search query is

not negligible. A peer must receive the target data and send them to other peers.
Moreover, the peer also executes its own operation on the received data.

If

too

many search queries arrive at the peer while it is processing these operations, it
cannot forward these search queries immediately. Therefore, the number of times
a search query is forwarded should be as small as possible.

A

search query does not carry much information. Basically the information

consists of the target data ID and the address of the searching peer. Therefore,

it

is unlikely that the network bandwidth is consumed by search queries. Of course,
transferring large amounts of data can consume the network bandwidth. However,
more than one path exists between two peers in an overlay network. Even
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if

one

link in the path temporarily exhibits large delay, the peer can use another path with
a small delay to send a search query. In an unstructured overlay network, a search

query is spread by flooding or gossip. Therefore, the search query arrives at the
peer

with the target data through the path with the lowest delay. Consequently, I

do not consider limitations on the network bandwidth.

When the number of links per peer, which is denoted as the degree of a peer,
increases, peers can spread search queries and finish searching operations more

rapidly. However, increasing the degree causes problems. One problem is
increase

an

in management cost. In a system with a large number of peers, it is

impossible for a peer to maintain links to all the others. Therefore, the number of

links per peer must be fixed. Moreover, security problems can occur in a system
with a small number of peers and
can provide whatever data

data or a computer virus.

a large number

of links. lnP2P systems, a peer

it wants. Therefore, it is possible to provide incorrect

If

each peer has links to all others, these malicious

data reach all peers in one broadcast. Therefore, even

if it is possible for peers to

maintain links to all other peers, the number of links must be restricted.

3.8

Summary

I discussed

an approach for constructing overlay networks where peer pairs have

a small path length and low search delay. I proposed a technique that installs long

links in an overlay network. This technique can solve the problem with the existing proximity-aware overlay construction methods, which provide long paths only
to distant peers. By incorporating the proposed technique into two such methods,

Localiser and mOverlay, I demonstrated that it can be used in combination with
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the existing overlay construction algorithms. Using simulations, I evaluated these
algorithms and other overlay construction methods with and without my proposed

technique. The result shows that the proposed technique significantly reduces
path length. In both Localiser and m-Overlay, a reduction of more than 507o is

usually achieved compared to the original algorithms. Even compared to GoCast, p-Localiser (the Localiser algorithm incorporating the proposed technique)
achieves a substantial reduction of around 30Vo for various network sizes. More-

over, my proposed technique makes the network more robust against a high peer

failure ratio. For example, it doubles the message reachability of the Localiser
when the ratio of the failed peers is 307o.
In my evaluation, I considered four performance measures: path length, search
delay, clustering coefficient and reachability. Many of them are in a trade-offrela-

tionship, and thus, which measure is the most important depends on the characteristics of the system that employs the overlay network. If the system exhibits high
churn rates, the clustering coefficient is probably the most important. Path length

may be the most important

if the size of the messages traversing the overlay

is

large, because forwarding large messages imposes a high load on relaying peers
and links. In many P2P applications, the dominant traffic on overlay paths is that

of data query messages, which are small. In that case, search delay should be the
most important metric.
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Chapter 4

Constructing Balanced and

Proximity'Aware Skip Graphs
4.1

Introduction

A skip graph [2] is a P2P overlay network topology based on a skip list
a skip graph,

like

as

[8].

In

in many DHT:based overlays U9,24,31f , a search operation

takes only O(log n) hops, where n is the number of peers. Moreover, skip graphs

have an advantage over DHTs in that they support range searching. This distin-

guishing feature appears because a skip graph consists of a collection of lists in
which peers are lexicographically sorted by their keys.

In this chapter, I propose a (re)construction algorithm for skip graphs to further enhance search performance. In the original construction algorithm, the over-

lay topology is determined by the randomly generated membership vector of the
peers. Thus, the construction does not consider the proximity of peers, which may

result in communication links with quite large link delay. In addition, because of
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the random nature of the construction, peers are not necessarily distributed uni-

formly into different lists, resulting in topological imbalance. This may lead to
search inefficiency.

My proposed algorithm is executed by a new peer when it joins the network.
The algorithm determines the lists to which each peer belongs by considering the

proximity to other peers and topological balance. In addition, the algorithm is executed repeatedly by each existing peer, allowing dynamic network reconstruction.

Simulations are used to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approach.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 provides
an overview of a skip graph. Section 4.3 presents the proposed construction al-

gorithm. Section 4.4 provides some analytical results for the skip graph structure
obtained by the proposed construction. Recent attention to skip graphs has led to
the development of some interesting variants. Section 4.5 shows how the proposed

construction can be applied to such variants. Section 4.6 describes the simulation

results. Section 4.7 concludes the chapter with a discussion of some future research directions.

4.2

Skip Graphs

A skip graph [2] is a structured overlay network topology.

Each peer in a skip

graph has two fields: key and membership vector. Without loss of generality,
assume that a key is a positive integer. Let
peer

m(p) denote the membership vector of

p. The elements of rn(p) belong to a finite alphabet

of the alphabet by b; i.e.

Itl :

I

set

X. I denote the

size

b. I consider m(p) as an infinite word over X, but

in practice, only an O(log n) length prefix of
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m(r)

is needed on average [2].

A skip

graph consists of numerous doubly linked lists, which are structured

in multiple levels starting from level 0. In each list, peers are lexicographically
sorted by their keys.

At level 0, all peers belong to one list. At level 1, all peers

i

are separated into b lists. Similarly, all peers in a list of level

lists at level i

+

are separated into b

1.

The membership vector determines which lists the peer belongs to at each

level. Two peers p

and q belong

have an identical prefix of length

to the same list at level

i.

i

Itr m(p)

and m(q)

The maximum level of a peer p is the level at

which the list that p belongs to contains only p. The height of a skip graph is the
maximum of all peers' maximum levels.

:

Figure 4.1 shows an example of a skip graph with b

I consider b :2, which is the most common

chapter,

case

2. In the rest of this

in practice.
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Figure 4.1: Skip Graph
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To seek a key, a peer starts the search operation from the maximum level.
The initiating peer creates a search query consisting

ofits

address (IP address, in

practice) and the target key.

The peer p receiving the search query compares the target key and its own
key. If they are the same, the search is completed. Otherwise, the query is passed

to an adjacent peer at the current level, or the search level is decfeased by one.
When the target key is less than the peer's key, the former occurs if the target key

is less than the left adjacent peer's key, in which case the query is passed to the

left adjacent peer. When the target key is greater than the peer's key, the right
peer is selected rather than the left peer. Level decrease occurs

between the peer's key and the adjacent peer's key.

if

the target key is

If the level falls below

zero,

no peer exists that stores the target key, and the peer processing the query is the
one storing the key closest to the target key.

For example, in Figure 4.1, when the peer with key 61 starts seeking key 9, it
sends the search query to the peer

with key 26 at level 2. The peer with key 26 has

no left adjacent peer at level2; therefore, the search level is decreased to level 1,
and the peer forwards it to the peer with key 13 at level 1. Similarly, the peer

with

key 13 sends the search query to the peer with key 9 at level 0, thus completing
the search.

When a peer p wants to join the skip graph, it randomly determines the membership vector and executes the following operations.

1. Ask a peer that belongs to the skip graph to search for the key of p. Then
find the peer q that has the key nearest to the key of peer p.

2.

Send

a

join

message to q and set the links at level 0.
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3.

Choose the lists to

join

at levels above level 1 on the basis of the membership

vector. Continue this operation until p reaches the maximum level.

When peer p leaves the skip graph,

it

sends leaving messages

to neighbour

peers from the maximum level to level 0. In particular,

1. Peer p sends a leaving message to the right and left neighbour peers in the
list. This message contains the

addresses of these peers.

2. These two peers communicate with each other to construct a link. They
send a message to

3.

p after setting the new link.

Peer p cuts links at the level.

4.3

Balanced and Proximity-Aware Construction

In this section, I propose an algorithm for skip graph construction that considers
the proximity of peers and the balance of the topology.

4.3.1 Criterion

of Structural Balance

To measure the balance of a skip graph,

I introduce the criterion Npp which

is

evaluated for a given peer p and a level e. Let Lp,t denote the maximum list such
that it contains p and is a sub-list of p's level

i

as

well as level i

defined as follows:

Np,t:

number of peers in the sub-list

By definition, Lp,t contains at least p; thus, Np1
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lists. N,.l is

In the extreme case, No,z :

t holds for any peer p and level 'i, in which

case

the skip graph is perfectly balanced. Accordingly,lf Ne,t is large, the skip graph
can be considered imbalanced. In this case, a search query needs to traverse a
large number of peers at the same level, thus degrading search performance.
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Figure 4.3: Imbalanced Skip Graph

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show well-balanced and imbalanced skip graphs, respec-

tively. In Figure 4.2, the peers in the list at level i are almost uniformly separated
into two lists at level

i * 1. In Figure 4.3, on the other hand,

belong to the same list at level
3, whereas
since tro,t

:

most of the peers

i + l.In Figure 4.2,the maximum value of Np,,; is

it is 6 in Figure 4.3. [In Figure 4.3, Npp: 6 holds for p
(b, c, . ..,9).]
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Figure 4.2: Well-Balanced Skip Graph

4.3.2
Here,

I

Topology Reconstruction Algorithm
describe the proposed algorithm for topology construction. To simplify

the presentation I describe this algorithm as a reconstruction algorithm executed

by a peer in an already established skip graph network. However, because each
newly arriving peer executes the algorithm when it joins the network, this algorithm can be considered as a network construction algorithm. In addition to the
newly arriving peers, each existing peer also executes this algorithm for network
reconstruction to deal with churns or other changes in the network.
The proposed algorithm consists of three components: (1) reconstruction decision-

making based on proximity; (2) reconstruction decision-making based on balance;
and (3) reconstruction operation. The algorithm works at each level, from level 0

to the maximum level. Suppose that

i

denotes the level at which the algorithm

works. An outline of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 4.4.

Reconstruction Decision-Making Based on Proximity
This component decides whether the peer should move to the other list. In this
component, I use link delay, which is the required communication time between

two peers with a link. The steps involved are as follows:

1. Measure the link delay between p and each adjacent peer at level

If no adjacent

i +I.

peer exists (that is, p is at the end of the list), the delay is

considered to be zero. Add the delay for the two directions. In the rest of

this section, I refer to this sum simply as link delay at level i

2. Estimate link delay at level i

t

1 assuming that

+

1.

p moves to the other list at

this level. This is done by measuring the link delay between p and each of
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for

i:

0 to p's

height-l do

Perform decision-making based on proximity.

Let deci,sion be the decision. {true if reconstruction is decided; f alse otherwise.)

Let
ly'o,a

l/

be the l/p,t value after reconstruction

if dec'isi,on

value, otherwise.

ifl'r>Kthen
Perform peer selection based on balance.

Let qbe the selected

peer.

if
itqlpthen

end

Request q to perform reconstruction.

end

if

if dec,ision : true A q : p then
Perform reconstruction.

end

if

end for
Figure 4.4: Algoithm Outline
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:

true; the current

the peers adjacent to the end peers of Lp,t.

3.

Choose reconstruction, that is, moving to the other list at level

i + L if link

delay estimated in Step 2 is less than the current link delay measured in
Step

l.

Step 2 requires message traversals through Lo1 in both directions. Thus, in

this step, p can know L,p,,i, and in turn, the current value of Np,l and its new value

if reconstruction occurs. Let
otherwise, let

l/

be the new

l{r.; value if reconstruction is chosen;

I/ be its current value.

Peer Selection Based on Balance
The topological balance is considered

of the algorithm. Note that large

K

l/

if N > K,

where

K

is a design parameter

implies some topological imbalance; thus,

can be considered a threshold specifying the permissible degree of imbalance.

The idea here is to select one peer in L,p,t and request the selected peer to move to
the other list at level

e

+

1.

1. Request that each peer in trp,r m€osur€s the current link delay at level ,i *
and estimates its value when that peer moves to the other
sends back to

list. Each

1

peer

p the difference between these two values, that is, the esti-

mated delay minus the current delay.

2.

Select the peer that returned the lowest value.

Note that the selected peer can be p itself. If this is the case and the decision
to move has already been made on the basis of proximity, that decision is simply
cancelled. If the selected peer is not p, then p requests the selected peer to move
to the different list at level

i+

1.
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Reconstruction Operation

A peer p performs reconstruction by changing the list to which it belongs
level e *

1. This operation is invoked

when p chooses

at

it on the basis of prox-

imity or is requested by another peer in Lo,i.

4.4

Required Messages

In this section, I investigate the number of required

messages

in the proposed

skip graph for each algorithm. I assume that each peer executes topology reconstruction enough times, and all l/o,l satisfy Ne1

3 K for any peer p and level z.

The value 1{ is a previously chosen constant and is sufficiently smaller than the
number of peers. I denote the number of peers

4S

?.16.

The number of messages required for each process depends on the height of
the graph. Therefore, I first demonstrate that the height of the proposed skip graph

is O(log ns) and next demonstrate that the number of required messages for the
algorithms is also O(logns).

[Lemma 1] At least one peer in a list joins

a

different list from the other peers

at the upper levels.

[Proofl If the number of peers in a list of level i is greater than K, the lemma
follows obviously because Ne,r I K.
Now, suppose that the number of peers in a list at level

all peers in this list belong to the same list at level

i,

z

is smaller than

K,

and

* | at a particular moment.

In

this case, when one of these peers starts the reconstruction operation, link delay
is 0 in the other list at level

i

*

1, and l/p,,; must be

K

or less. Therefore, the peer

initiating the reconstruction operation must change the list at level
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i + l. If only

i, the maximum level of the peer is i.

one peer belongs to the list at level

Hence, at least one peer in a list joins a different list from the other peers at
the upper level.

[Theorem 1] The height of the proposed skip graph with ns peers is O(log n6).

[Proofl For any

peer

p,I

denote the number of peers in the list that p belongs

to at level 'i as ni.

) K I l, niyy is maximised if from the end of the list at level i,
K peers join one list at level 'd * 1 and the next peer joins the other list and
another K peers join the list and so on. In this cdsa, rLiL,1 : (;f1) * (ni * 1), and
n;a1 1(#)*(n6*1)inanypartof thegraph. Therefore, n, l ns*(fi)'+K
(l) When ni

at any level

r.

The minimum

r

that satisfies

n, I K *

1 is less than s that satisfies ns *

(#)" t K : K +l,becauses: logxrr T1,s,r <-logx-tnso
(2) When n6 I K * 1, from Lemma l, nt+t { ni 1. Therefore, r/ with
TLi+r, :1 satisfies r' I K
The maximum level of p is the sum of r and r/ therefore, r I rt ( logr:r ns *
K. Because K is a constant,

the maximum level of peerp is O(log n6). Therefore,

the height of the proposed skip graph is O(log rz6).

4.4.1 SearchingOperation
To search for a key, a peer starts the searching operation from the maximum level.

The initiating peer creates a search query consisting of the IP address and the
target key and forwards the query to itself at the maximum level.

[Lemma 2] A search query is transferred at most
level.
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K-

L times at the same

[Proofl Because Np,r satisfies No,l
of patlevel i

( K for ffiy p and'i, a neighbour peer p'

* l exists within K + t hops frompinthe

list atlevel i. If phas to

send a search query to p', query forwarding is executed at level

the sending of a search query is done fewer than

[Theorem

2lT\e

K*

i + L Therefore,

1 times.

searching operation requires query forwarding O(logn6)

times.

[Proofl From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, the maximum number of times a
search query is sent is calculated

4.4.2

by (loga11 ns

I K-

1) *

K:

O(Iogno).

Peer Joining

When a peer p joins the skip graph, it has one key.

1. Ask

a peer that belongs to the skip graph to search

for the key of p. Then,

get the address of peer q that has the nearest key to p.

2.

Send

a

join

message to q. Set the links to

join the list at level

0.

3. Choose the lists to join at levels above level 1. The lists are selected by
topology reconstruction. Continue this operation until only peer p remains
in the list.
[Theorem 3] The number of messages required to join the skip graph is O(log ns).

[Proofl The joining operation contains the searching operation and list reconstruction. The searching operation requires O(logne) messages, as shown in
Theorem 2. T\e number of messages required to reconstruct the list at level
less than

K + I.

i

is

List reconstruction is executed from level 0 to the maximum

level, and the maximum level is O(logn6), as shown in Theorem 1. Therefore,
the number of messages required to join the skip graph is O(log n6).
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4.4.3

Peer Removal

A peer is permitted to execute the removal operation at any time. This operation
is executed as a normal removal operation or as part of topology reconstruction.
When this operation is executed by peer p, a neighbouring peer initiates the reconstruction of the skip graph because

1. The departing peer

Np,.i may

not satisfy Ne,r I

sends a removal message to its

right and left peers in the

list. This message consists of the addresses of the peers
a new

K.

so that they can set

link.

2. The two peers that have received the removal message communicate with
each other to construct a

link.

These peers send a completion message to

the departing peer after setting the new link.

3. The departing peer cuts links at the level after receiving the completion
message.

4. The departing peer executes this procedure from the maximum level to
level0.
[Theorem 4] The number of messages required for normal removal is O(log n6).

[Proofl In the removal method at one level, the departing peer communicates
only with its right and left neighbour peers in the list. Because the maximum level

is O(log ns), the number of messages required for the removal operation is also

O(logns).
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4.4.4

Topology Reconstruction

I define topology reconstruction

as a set of reconstruction operations executed by

one peer from level0 to the maximum level.

[Theorem 5] When

K:

2, the number of messages required for topology

reconstruction is O(log ns).

[Proofl When

peer

p starts the reconstruction operation, it sends messages to

its right and left peers in the list at level 'd to check whether p has to migrate from
a

list during reconstruction. The message is sent to

list

as

a peer

that belongs to the same

p at level i. When the peer belongs to a different list from p, the peer returns

a receipt message to

p. Therefore, the message is transported fewer than K

*

2

times at each level. Because the number of required messages is also O(K) in both

decision-making procedures, the reconstruction operation at level

i

is completed

in O(l). Since reconstruction operation is executed from level 0 to the maximum
level, the number of messages required to finish the topology reconstruction is

O(logns).

4.5

Application to Skip Graph Variants

The desirable properties of skip graphs have led to the development of interest-

ing variants including skip B-trees [3], rainbow skip graphs [8], SkipNets [10],
Skiplndex [29] andZnet [231. In this section,

I

show how my approach can be

incorporated into these skip graph variants. In particular,
and rainbow skip graphs.
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I consider skip B-trees

4.5.1 Skip B-tree
By combining the advantages of skip graphs with B-trees, the skip B-tree provides
efficient search operations. It has the following features:

o Each list is divided into
peers

sub-lists called blocks. The maximum number of

in one block is b : lEl. Unlike the

case

in skip graphs, lXl must be

greater than two.

o Peers in the same block do not join the same list at upper levels.
any two peers p and g in the same block at level i,

m(q)li

o Each

*

1, where

mll

That is, for

*(p)li + I differs from

denotes the lth element of a membership vector m.

peer has two types of links: links to neighbour peers at each level and

those to the neiehbour blocks at each level.

o Each peer knows the maximum

and minimum keys of the block.

o A search query is forwarded from block to block.
These features allow key searches

with smaller hops than in

a normal skip graph,

because a query can bypass the peers in the same block. The second feature also

allows the topology to remain balanced; thus, I focus on using my approach only
to improve the proximity of neighbour peers.
Peer

p initiates topology reconstruction at level

i,

and the level is increased

one by one. The steps involved at each level are as follows:

1. Randomly select one symbol that is not used
membership vector of any peer in the block.
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as the u + 1th element

of the

2.

Send messages to the right and left blocks to search for peers with a mem-

bership vector containing the selected symbol as the first bit.

3. Check the link delays with the peers thus located. When the sum of
values is less than that of

link delays with neighbours of peer p

change the symbol of the ? +

these

atlevel'i-l\

lth element of the membership vector, and

change the links to the located peers at level

i

*

1.

4. When the reconnection is executed, perform the removal operation at all
upper levels.

5.

Choose the peers from the right and left blocks with minimal

6. Execute the same operations

link delays.

at the upper levels.

4.5.2 Rainbow Skip Graph
The rainbow skip graph is another variant of the skip graph. A notable feature is
that peers have fewer links than in the skip graph. This results in shorter search
path length.
The rainbow skip graph has the following features.

o All peers are divided into groups that

are ordered entirely according to keys.

The groups comprise a skip graph in which a group serves the same role as a
single peer in a normal skip graph. The number of peers in a group depends

on the height of this skip graph; it is greater than the height and less than
twice the height. In a rainbow skip graph, b :

o Each

l!,l

:2.

peer knows the maximum and minimum keys of the group.
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o Each

level is assigned to exactly one peer in a group, and that peer has links

to the peers at that level in the left and right neighbour groups.

A problem with the rainbow skip graph is that searching requires more steps
than in a normal skip graph, because peers must send a search query to another
peer in the same group to change the level.

The rainbow skip graph has two lists: a vertical list in the group to connect
between levels and a horizontal list to connect groups. Therefore, when applying

my approach, peers first reconstruct the vertical list on the basis of proximity and
then reconsffuct the skip graph on the basis of balance and proximity. The vertical

list consists all of the peers in the group. The peers in the vertical list are sorted

in order of the levels to which they are assigned. If the number of peers in the
group exceeds the maximum level of the group, some peers do not belong to the

horizontal list.
When apeer p initiates topology reconstruction, it reconstructs the vertical list
first. as follows

1. Choose one peer in the group that belongs to both vertical and horizontal
lists.

2. Check the change in link delay of the vertical list that would occur rf p and
the chosen peer exchange positions in the vertical list.

3. If link delay

decreases,

p and the chosen

peer exchange their positions by

exchanging their links in the vertical and horizontal lists.
Second, p reconstructs the skip graph on the basis of balance and proximity.

This part is the same as in the proposed construction of the skip graph in Section 4.3.2.
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4.6

Simulations

In this section, I evaluate the proposed skip graph by comparing it with others.
The simulation examines normal skip graph, proposed skip graph, skip B-tree,
rainbow skip graph, advanced skip B-tree and rainbow skip graph that apply my
proposed method.

I call these graphs n-Graph, p-Graph, B-Tree, Rainbow, p-B-

Tree and p-Rainbow, respectively. I set b, which indicates the number of lists one

list at level i divided into that at level i + I, to 6 in B-Tree and p-B-Tree, and to

2

in the other graphs.

I use two measures to evaluate the efficiency of the graphs:
search path length. Search delay is the sum of

search delay and

link delays to finish one searching

operation, and the search path length is the translated times of the search query.
In the simulations, I use the transit-stub model as the physical network model [28].

I

assume that there are 100 transit domains and that each transit domain has 100

stub domains. The delay time of the physical links is set to 10ms for the links
between transit domains and 1ms for other links.

For a given set of parameter values, I perform 10 runs and average the results
obtained. In each run, I construct a new physical network model and a new overlay
topology.

4.6.1 Effect of K
Here,

I

evaluate how

K, a design

parameter of my proposed algorithm, affects

the properties of the resulting skip graphs. This parameter is used to determine

whether topology reconstruction occurs:

if

Npl

>K

holds, peer p perceives a

structural imbalance and decides to move to a different
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list. I

measure search

delay and search path length for different values of

K. I define search delay as
I

the sum of link delay of all links that a query message traverses.

also define

search path length as the number of peers through which a query message travels

(including the destination peer). I set the number of peers n to 8000.
Figures 4.5 and4.6 show search path length and search delay, respectively, versus

K. As stated in the previous

section, the parameter

K

serves as the threshold

below which topological imbalance is permitted. Hence, as shown in Figure 4.5,
as

K

increases, search path length also increases. The increase in search delay

exhibited in Figure 4.6 carbe accounted for by the increase in search path length.

Figure 4.7 shows the relationship between balance and the number of times
reconstruction is executed. The average number of times of reconstructions per
peer is depicted on the horizontal axis, and the total number of sub-lists trp,c such

that l/p,,;

:

lLp,tl

>K

This figure shows that if

level i is plotted on the vertical axis.
^nd
3, only a few executions of reconstruction by a peer

for each peer p

K>

suffice to enforce a desired balance on the skip graph. On the other hand, when

K:

2,

it is much harder to satisfy the balance requirement, which may lead to

numerous repeated executions of the reconstruction algorithm. Figure 4.6 shows
that search delay is almost the same from

K:

2 to 4. Hence,

I

set

1{

:

3 in the

following simulations.

4.6.2

Comparison of Search Delay and Search Path Length

In this simulation, I evaluate search delay and search path length. I let each peer
search for each existing key. The results are averaged on all peer?key pairs. For

p-Graph and p-Rainbow, parameter

K, which is used for balance adjustment in

these methods, is set to 3.
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K

The results shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 demonstrate that for normal skip
graph, skip B-tree and rainbow skip graph, my proposed method reduces search
delay by 20Vo to30Vo while maintaining almost the same search path length. This
shows that my proposed method can work well not only with the normal skip
graph but also with its variants.

The results displayed in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show that for normal skip graphs,
skip B-trees, and rainbow skip graphs, the proposed method does not increase the
number of hops, and it achieves a 20Vo to 30Vo reduction in search time.
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For rainbow skip graphs, the proposed method reduces search time more than
those for the other graphs. This result stems from the group structure of a rainbow

skip graph in which some peers constitute a group that behaves as if it were

a

single peer in a normal skip graph. In a group, a peer serves the role that a peer

of a normal skip graph plays at a particular level. This reduces the degree, that
is, the number of adjacent peers. On the other hand, this structure incurs additional communication overhead when a search descends to lower levels. in which
case the search query needs to travel from one peer to another in the same group.
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Applying the proposed approach to a rainbow skip graph optimises both the links
between peers in a group and those between groups. This results in a relatively
high reduction in search time.

4.7 Discussion
Skip graph is a distributed network based on the skip list

tlSl.

SkipNet [10] is

another method for constructing an overlay network based on the skip list. More-
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8000

over, variants of the skip graph exist in addition to skip B-tree and rainbow skip
graph.

SkipNet consists of levels, similar to a skip graph. Each level consists of rings
constructed by peers. In [10], two types of SkipNet are proposed: perfect SkipNet
and probabilistic SkipNet.

In a perfect SkipNet, all rings are perfectly balanced.

However, the maintenance costs are very high. Therefore, the probabilistic SkipNet, in which each peer randomly chooses rings at each level, is more practical.

I

expect that my proposed approach can also reduce search delay when applied to
the probabilistic SkipNet.

The strong rainbow skip graph proposed in [8] is an improvement in the rainbow skip graph. In this method, the graph topology is stringently controlled. This
method is identical to my proposed method with
value

of Np,i.

K:

1, where

K

is the maximum

Because of the restricted graph topology, my proposed approach

cannot reconstruct the horizontal lists. However, the proposed approach can reconstruct the vertical lists. Therefore, it can reduce search delay.

In

a

multi-key skip graph, one physical peer has one or more data items. Each

physical peer creates some virtual peers. Each virtual peer has only one data item,
and the virtual peers compose the skip graph. When a peer searches for a key,

if it uses the search operation of the original

skip graph, a physical peer may

receive one search query several times. The multi-range forward method solves
this problem [11]. The construction of a multi-key skip graph is the same as that

of the original skip graph. Therefore, my proposed approach can reduce search
delay in the multi-key skip graph as it does in the original skip graph.
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4.8

Summary

In this chapter I proposed a method for constructing the topology of a skip graph.

In this method, a peer checks for the possibility of reducing the search delay between its adjacent neighbours and that of improving the structural balance of the
network topology. If the peer finds that possibility, it locally reshapes the topology

by changing the list to which it belongs. Using the simulation results, I demonstrated that by considering both proximity (that is, link delays between neighbours) and the balance of the topology in network construction, search delay can
be reduced substantiallv.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.L Achievements
In this dissertation, I proposed approaches for reducing search delay in both unstructured and structured overlay networks.
The first achievement is to propose an algorithm for constructing unstructured

overlays. My proposed method can construct overlay networks with low search
delay, low path length, low clustering coefficient and high reachability. Therefore,

in the overlay network constructed by my approach, peers can search for a target
peer more rapidly and reliably than in those constructed by the existing methods.

The second achievement is to propose an algorithm for constructing skip graphs.
I proposed an approach for constructing balanced and proximity-aware skip graphs.

In the proposed algorithm, each peer chooses links so as to reduce search delay
by measuring the balance of the graph and the link delay between peers. In the
overlay network constructed by my proposed approach, peers can search for a key

with a search delay that is about

30Vo

lower than that in the original skip graph.
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These achievements contribute significantly to the efficient use of P2P dis-

tributed systems because data search is one of the most important and frequently
used functions in distributed network systems. My achievements contribute es-

pecially to systems with numerous peers. The number of peers that join a system typically increases as the performance of machines and networks improves.
Therefore, the importance of my proposed approach will also increase.

5.2 Future Research
A possible

research direction is to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-

proaches in dynamic environments. In the presence of high churn or fluctuation

in communication time, each peer should execute the reconstruction operation
frequently. It is worthwhile to investigate the relationship between network insta-

bility and the required frequency of reconstruction.
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